To BSU Students:

Here is the third and final issue of notes from our meeting.

As a reminder, we covered the verbal cues as they relate to First Impressions including: Greeting Rituals and Proper Introductions as well as some tips on interviewing.

This Issue delivers tips on Formal Dining Skills.

Enjoy!

Susan Evans
Director

The Art of Formal Dining

Beware the luncheon/job interview! Many hiring managers are eager to learn how a potential hire will handle themselves at the table. Anyone who thinks table manners are irrelevant is sadly mistaken.

Soup

Cutting for Continental & American Style

Continental Style
American Style

Dessert

The Big Mistakes!

1. The Butter Sandwich
2. Mishandling Utensils
3. Slurping, Smacking, Licking Fingers
4. Talking with your mouth Full
5. Not turning your phone OFF
6. Grooming at the table

Subtleties

- The judgment calls
  - Salt & Pepper
  - Speaking of Alcohol...